Material parameters such as Young's modulus and internal friction are important for estimation of material performance. This paper presents an experimental study for measuring material related parameters using a selfmixing interferometric (SMI) configuration. An SMI system consists of a laser diode (LD), a lens and an external target to be measured. When a part of the lasing light back-reflected or back-scattered by the external target re-enters the LD internal cavity, both optical frequency and intensity of the lasing light can be modulated. This modulated laser intensity is often referred as SMI signal. Generally, the target related movement or its surface information can be retrieved from this SMI signal. In this paper, an SMI system is implemented. A tested sample is used as the target to form the external cavity of the LD. The tested sample is stimulated in vibration. Continuous wavelet transform (CWT) is utilized to retrieve the vibration information of the tested sample from an SMI signal. We are able to obtain both Young's modulus and internal friction from a piece of an experimental SMI signal. This work provides a novel, simple non-destructive solution for simultaneous measurement of Young's modulus and internal friction.
INTRODUCTION
Material related parameters such as Young's modulus and internal friction are important for mechanical and material engineering. These parameters play key roles in the material performances. It has been a great interest to measure the value of these parameters. Traditional methods including tensile test [1] , flexure test [2] , and others [3, 4] are static methods which are often conducted based on the direct measurement of the stresses and strains of the tested sample loaded by a known force. As a result, the tested sample is often damaged after the test, as a relatively high stress must be applied to reach a measurable deformation. Therefore, more interests have been focusing on the dynamic methods, which are non-destructive and more accurate with a simpler system.
In recent years, the impulse excitation technique (IET), a non-destructive technique to determine Young's modulus and internal friction of the material has attracted great attention. The detection system used for IET is normally microphone, accelerometer and so on. Self-mixing interferometry (SMI), an emerging sensing technique, which is non-destructive and non-contact has been developed for high accuracy sensing applications, such as displacement [5] , velocity [6] and distance [7] measurement and so on. It is also suitable for the material related parameters measurement. Figure 1 shows a basic SMI system, which consists of a LD and a target to form the external cavity of the LD. When a part of the lasing light emitted by the LD back-reflects or backscatters by the external target and re-enters the LD internal cavity, both optical frequency and the intensity of the lasing light can be modulated. This modulated laser intensity contains the vibration information of the external target. (4) ystem, the gth, that is the tested (5) cribes the ed as [11] .
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. m , L , b , and h are the mass, length, width, and height of the tested sample, which can be determined from the dimension of the tested sample. The remaining value needs to be determined is RO f , which can be found in equation (5). The internal friction
1 − Q of the tested sample can be calculated as [13] 
where the values need to be determined are k and RO f , which can be found in equation (5) Figure 2 . From Figure 2 we can observe that, the fundamental period of SMI signal ) (t G is the same as the period of the damping vibration signal ) (t y . The fringe numbers on the SMI signal ) (t G indicates the magnitude of the damping vibration in each vibration period, where the fringe numbers decrease as the damping vibration magnitude decreases with time. It can be found that the information of the damping vibration ) (t y , which are the resonant frequency RO f and the damping factor k , are carried in the SMI signal ) (t G . The resonant frequency RO f are the dominating frequency in the SMI signal and the damping factor k are indicated as the high frequency decay in the SMI signal ) (t G . Both information can be found in the frequency domain of the SMI signal. To achieve this, the continuous wavelet transform (CWT) can be applied onto the SMI signal ) (t G .
EXPERIMENT STUDY

Experimental setup
The
. The overall experiment setup is shown in figure 3 . The experiment setup consists of two parts: IET part and SMI part. In the IET part, it consists of a tested sample, a stimulate tool, and the support. The stimulate tool is used to strike the tested sample and a damping vibration can be generated. In the SMI part, it consists of a LD (Thorlabs, RLD65MZT2), a photodiode (PD) packaged in the rear of the LD, a temperature (Thorlabs, TED200C), a LD controller (Thorlabs, LDC200C), a trans-impedance amplifier, an oscilloscope, a DAQ card (NI USB-6361) and a personal computer. A SMI signal is be generated corresponding to the damping vibration and picked up by the PD. The temperature controller and LD controller are used to ensure a stable condition of the LD. The trans-impedance amplifier is to transfer the current signal from the PD into a voltage signal and have it amplified. A DAQ card is used to sample the signal The sampled SMI signal isthen displayed on a personal computer. The amplified signal can be also displayed on an oscilloscope. The SMI signal is normally a saw tooth-like waveform, by doing signal processing onto the SMI signal, we can retrieve the material related parameters such as Young's modulus and internal friction. Figure 4 shows the experimental SMI signal from the system. The laser current and the temperature are set to be 14mA and 25 o C. The sampling rate is 200kHz and the data length of a SMI signal is 1s. In figure 4 , the top two figures (a) and (b) are the zoomed in parts of the SMI signal. It is clear to see that the fringe numbers decrease with the time. The continuous wavelet transform (CWT) is applied onto the SMI signal to retrieve the material related parameters. The CWT is a method to investigate the frequency domain of a signal, especially when frequency content varies over time [14] . The CWT of a SMI signal can be written as In Figure 6 , the horizontal axis represents the time index, the vertical axis represents the frequency index (note that the vertical axis is logarithmic) and the colour means the magnitude (from 0.02 to 0.16). It can be seen that the yellow colour located at frequency around 500Hz appears in the time period from 500 = t ms to about 900 = t ms, which is the dominating frequency contained in the experimental SMI signal ) (t G . It is the same as the frequency of the target vibration. It also can be found that a yellow line in decreasing trend from 0 = t ms to about t = 500 ms with frequency varying from 8kHz to 1kHz. This decreasing trend line indicates the decreasing of the fringe numbers in each vibration period in the experimental SMI signal ) (t G .
Experimental results
Firstly, we determine the value of the dominating frequency by extracting the frequency component with maximum magnitude from the scalogram in Figure 6 . The frequency component with maximum magnitude is Hz f 8 . 424 = , which is shown in Figure 7 . Then, we determine the value of the slope of the decreasing trend., In order to do so, we need to locate the high frequency component from the scalogram in Figure 6 . That can be achieved by extracting the frequency component with maximum magnitude at each time instance. Figure 8 (a) shows the frequency component with maximum magnitude at each time instance, Figure 8 (b) is the curve-fitting result of Figure 8 (a) . From the curve-fitting result, it can be seen that most of the points fall on the curve, which shows that the curve can represent the decent trend of the frequency. The decent slope of the curve is . Based on the equations (6) and (7), the Young's modulus and internal friction can be calculated. The experiments are repeated 10 times with the brass sample. The average measured value and the standard deviation ( σ )is shown in Table 2 . x refers to each measured value , and μ is the mean value over the measured 10 values. The measured value of Young's modulus for brass sample is also very close value between 102GPa and 125GPa reported in the literature [17] .
CONCLUSION
This paper proposes an intact system design for simultaneous measurement of Young's modulus and internal friction. An experimental system has been built and SMI signals have been captured. By applying wavelet transform onto the SMI signal, the material related parameters, such as resonant frequency and damping factor are retrieved simultaneously , so that to achieve the measurements of Young's modulus and internal friction of the tested sample. The experimental results prove the feasibility of using SMI technique for non-destructive and real-time measurement of material related parameters.
